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Abstract: Movement activities are the first step in learning process. When the child discovers the environment,
he experiments and improves his understanding for life. During movement activity with others, children learn
not to be fear and courage to play and take decisions and overcome fear. This study aims discover the
effectiveness of suggested program for movement education on the percentage of overcoming fear of kinder
garden children. The researcher adopts the experimental design. There are two groups. One is the experimental
group and the other is the control group. The sample of the study contains 50students. They are chosen for
purpose from kinder garden stage in Al-Hoda wel Nour School in El-Mansoura-Dakhalia governorate. The
study conducted in the year 2009/2010 and the study is experimented from 20/10/2009 to 31/12/2009.  The
researcher founds that the suggested program for movement education had a positive effect on the experimental
group and the percentage of fear decreases for the children in this group. The study found that the program
is significant statically and positively decreases the fear ness degree for the experimental group in comparative
with the control group. According to the results of the research the researcher recommended with good
planning for movement education programs based on scientific bases that are suitable for different ages and
applying the suggested program for movement education in schools in the first classes. Also, they request the
responsible people to put programs and curricula that contain movement education activities designed specially
for first classes regarding individual differences.
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INTRODUCTION information that is presents orally the child enjoys the

The primary learning stage is the base for the learning store in memory and recall when needed [2].
stages. All advanced countries take care of primary stage Movement activities are the first step in learning
where specialized teachers teach on a scientific base. The process and accumulating language when the child
child in this stage is a soft dough that can form easily as discovers the environment she experiment and starts
you want.children in this stage can be easily trained in improving his understanding for life. During movement
several sport activities that the players reach after that to activity with others the children learn to work with others
the highest level. So it is considered now the stage of and participate with others without fear and courage to
starting and the base for higher levels [1]. play. So movement activities teach the child to take

In this stage the children try to guess, discover and decisions and overcome fear and response correctly and
experiment. Playing in this stage is the main characteristic create new methods to solve problems and discover the
for these children and it takes large part of their time. necessary behavior to protect himself. So playing instinct
Psychologists see that playing is the mean for children to is important to improve and mature probably. Movement
express themselves and it forms their own world with all playing is not wasting of time for child or not a productive
their experiences. Playing situations are considered behavior but it is the way to discover the world around
practical experiences where they feel and it is important in him [2].
learning process. The child learns and remember the The researcher visits kinder garden institutions and
information that relates with feeling experience and he does survey studies to determine the level of fear for
scientific practice when it is difficult to remember the children. They notice many obstacles in front of achieving

experience when he deals with it directly and it is easy to
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the  role  of  these  institutions  that  must  do  toward Tools Used to Collect Data
children  in  kinder  garden  and  primary  schools to Tests Used to Collect Data: (1) test the children fear from
improve  their  creative skills and overcome fear. So, it is the school, prepared by Abd El-Basat Matwely Khader:
necessary to build teaching situations and various it contains six questions and the child answer them and
activities that develop self confidence and inquiry skills his degrees are recorded in the specified form of the scale
and freedom of scientific activity for kinder garden (Attachment 1). 
children  according  to modern curricula bases for
teaching children through games program and movement Test to determine the social and economical level of
education directed and free that allow participation in the family, prepared by Mahmoud Abd Alhalim
open activities that achieve the aims of kinder garden Manse. It contains eight questions. The parents
institutions and primary schools and discover and answer them and degrees are recorded in the
improve creative skills and treat some wrong behaviors specified form of the scale (Attachment 2). 
such as fear and diagnose the reasons that prevent the
achievement of the role the institutions should do toward The researcher agrees 60% to accept test children
children to improve their creative and psychological fear from school and determine the social and economical
ability. level of the family.

MATERIALS AND METHODS Tools Used in the Research:

The researcher uses experimental design for two Measure tool - covers - chalk
groups. The experimental group and the control group to Paper - forms - computer set
measure before and after according to the nature of the
study. Scientific Variables for Used Tests

The sample is chosen for purpose from Al-Hoda wel First: Sample Homogenous: ( using scale to determine the
Nour School in El-Mansoura, Dakhalia governorate. They social and economical level of the family)
are registered for the year 2009-2010. They are 50students Table 2 shows that there is homogenous between the
from the first stage of kinder garden children. two groups the experimental group and the control group

25children are chosen for the experimental group applied on the two groups that skew value between (±1).
25 children are chosen for the control group
Al-Hoda wel Nour School in El-Mansoura-Dakhalia Second: Validity: To find coefficient, the researcher
governorate is chosen to apply the program in it calculates difference significance between the higher
because the tools, equipments and the necessary quarter and the lower quarter on a sample contains 30
materials are available there. students tests applied on them.

Swedish disks - scepter - football balls

in the degree of social and economical scale test that is

Table 1: Frequencies and Percentage of experts' opinions in testing children fear from school and determine the social and economical level for the family
Agree Disagree
------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------

Variables Frequencies Percentage Frequencies Percentage
Test children fear from school 8 80% 2 20%
Test to determine the social and economical level of the family 7 70% 3 30%

Table 2: The Homogeneity between the two groups the experimental group and the control group
Mean Derivation Skew coefficient

Experimental group 1.9 0.42 0.758
Control group 1.99 0.57 0.853

Table 3: Validity of children fears from school tests and determine social and economical level of the family test N=30
Lower quarter Higher quarter
--------------------------------------- --------------------------------------

Variables Mean Derivation Mean Derivation T value
children fears from school tests 27.625 1.668 20.375 1.500 12.516
Determine social and economical level of the family test. 16.09375 1.416789 11.1875 0.813941 11.62938
It is significant at (0.05) and freedom degree 29
(T) Table value at level (0.05) =1.669
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Table 4: Stability of children fears from school tests
Application 1 Application 2
----------------------------------------- --------------------------------------

Variables Mean Derivation Mean Derivation Correlation
children fears from school tests 24.04 3.29477 22.88 2.685106 0.872539
It is significant at 0.05 and freedom degrees 48 
(R) value at (0.05)=0.235

Table 3 shows statical difference between all the Questionnaire Study: The pilot study is applied on 15
degrees of high and low quarter degrees and the children in the period of 4/10/2009 to 11/10/2009 and the
calculated 'T' is higher than table value at freedom degree aim:
and level 0.05. This means that these tests are able to
distinguish between levels and they are validity tests to Give all the instructions related to the program to the
measure items put for this purpose. assistants.

Third: Stability: To find stability coefficient, the equipments.
researcher calculates the stability by applying the test and
reapply it and correlation between the first and second Applying the Study: First: pre-scales: they are applied on
scales. the basic sample of the research in kinder garden at Al-

Table (4) shows that there is no statical difference Hoda wel Nour School in El-Mansoura in the period
between the sample degrees in the first application of 18/10/2009 to 22/10/2009 through tests used in research.
tests and the degrees of the second application for the Second: applying the program:
same group after a week. (R) Value that is calculated The main experiment of the research is applied by
(0.872539) and the table value (0.235) at 0.05 and this applying the suggested program in the period fro
indicates to the stability of the test degrees when it is 25/10/2009 to 31/12/2009 on the experimental group and
applied again. applying the program on the control group.

D-suggested Program: After referring to the scientific Third: Post Scales: The post measurements were applied
references Abd Al-Rahman et al. [1], Al-Khouly and in the period from 3/1/2010 to 7/1/2010 in kinder garden at
Ratab [3], Farag [4] and Hassan [5] and previous Al-Hoda wel Nour School in El-Mansoura –Dakahlia.
researches and their results, the researcher prepares
movement education program. Attachment 1: Test on children's phobia about school

The Aim of the Program: Discover and solve problems Department of Mental Health - Faculty of Education -
related to movement education in kinder garden children. Zagazig University.

Recognize the effect of movement education program Test Instructions:
on the percentage of overcoming fear of kinder
garden children. The test aims to identify the level of children's

Content: Based on the program and the suggested institutions, on the statistical and analytical level.
lessons that contain: This test is not timely in order to be applied
First: preparation Second: physical prepare individually as follows:
Third: the main part the little game, move story
Fourth: creativity Fifth: the end. The tester prepares the answer sheet to be used in

The Program Time: The judges declare that 10 weeks (10 test.
lessons), one lesson in the week ( 2 classes in the week) Preparing an appropriate test position where the
and the time of the class 45 minutes according to the plan child sits in the face of the tester and he removes the
of the table, are the appropriate period to teach the fear of the child from that position by running a
program,and changing in the program takes place until it friendly dialogue with the child before the test This
reaches the final form (Attachments 3,4). would be repeated with all children in the sample.

Be sure of the validity and safety of the used

prepared by Dr / Abdul Basit MH Khedr

phobias from the school and kindergarten

codification the child's response to the terms of the
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The tester gives the first picture to the child and tell Why is he afraid to go to school?
him (in the child's spoken language) the first This child is afraid when the school bell rings:
question below the picture and read the answers that
follow this question to him to determine the effect of I'm always like him
the tester on the child's response. I'm like him so many times
Marking one of the choices to the question I'm like him few times
according to the child's response in the answer I was never like him
sheet.
The tester asks the Child the second question on the Why is he afraid of the situation?
same image and records the child's answers in the This child is afraid to play with his classmates:
box designed for that purpose in the answer sheet.
The tester repeats 3,4,5 with each image from the six I'm always like him
images. I'm like him so many times
Calculating the value of the examined child's phobias I'm like him few times
statistically by calculating the first question's I was never like him
degrees of each item by 6 degrees to the third
possibility and zero for the last possibility. Why is to play with his classmates?
Measurement degrees range between zero and 36 This child is scared of the teacher:
degrees and the higher the child's degrees are, the
more level of child's fears rises I'm always like him
Inventorying and analysing the responses of the I'm like him so many times
child to the second question of each item of the test I'm like him few times
in order to identify the causes of phobias from the I was never like him
viewpoint of the child.

The test consists of the following questions: This child is afraid and depressed when he studies:
This child is afraid to go to school:

I'm always like him I'm like him so many times
I'm like him so many times I'm like him few times
I'm like him few times I was never like him
I was never like him

Why is he scared of the teacher?

I'm always like him

Why is he afraid and depressed when he studies?
The answer sheet of children's phobias of school test
Prepared by Dr/ Abdul Basit MH Khedr
Name:
Age:
School:
Children's Phobias of School Test Prepared by 
Dr/ Abdul Basit Metwaly Khedr
Attachment 2: Social and Economic Status of Family Placement Test
Prepared by: Mahmoud Abdel-Halim Mansi
The name of the kindergarten:…………………………………….………………………………..
Child's Name::………………………………….…………………………….………………………..
The child's gender (male - female)::……………….………………….…………..………………
Date of birth::………………………………………………..……….………………………………..
Note:
The information in this form is highly confidential and for research purposes only
The father's Job:
(If the father is dead or retired or unable to work mention his last job )
The mother's Job:
( If the mother is dead or retired or unable to work mention his last job )
Level of Education:
(High and it means university graduates and the Holders of highest Certificates, average and it means graduates of public schools or technical institutes
graduates in addition to two years supplementary system two years after the completion of secondary school certificate)
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Father's Level of Education:
High
Average
Reads and writes 
 Ignorant 
Mother's Level of Education:
High
Average
Reads and writes 
Ignorant
Family income:
More than 150 pounds per month
Between 130: £ 150 per month
Between 110: £ 130 per month
Between 90: £ 110 per month
Between 70: £ 90 per month
Between 50: £ 70 per month
Less than 50 pounds per month
The number of brothers and sisters:
(Write only the number of brothers and sisters who are not working and living in the same house of the Paterfamilias)
None
One brother or one sister
(2) A brothers or sisters
(3) Brothers or sisters
Do you live with your parents?
Yes No
If you do not live with both parents Which one you live with?
Father
Mother
None of them
If the father is absent, mention the cause of his absence
Death
Divorce or separation 
traveling abroad
Housing situation
we live in our house 
we live our apartment 
We live in a rented apartment 
we live with relatives 

Correction Key of Economic and
Social Levels Form
Question Degree Question Degree
Father's Job Mother's Job
High Administrative or professional 5 High Administrative or professional 5
Administrative or professional 4 Administrative or professional 4
Above Average Administrative or technical 3 Above Average Administrative or technical 3
Administrative or technical or skilled workers 2 Administrative or technical or skilled workers 2
High non-technical handicraft 1 High non-technical handicraft 1
Father's level of Education Mother's level of Education
High 4 High 4
Average 3 Average 3
Reads and writes 2 Reads and writes 2
ignorant 1 ignorant 1
Family income: The number of brothers and sisters:
More than 150 pounds per month 7
Between 130: £ 150 per month 6 None 5
Between 110: £ 130 per month 5 One brother or one sister 4
Between 90: £ 110 per month 4 (2) a brothers or sisters 3
Between 70: £ 90 per month 3 (3) brothers or sisters 2
Between 50: £ 70 per month 2 More than 3 brothers and sisters 1
Less than 50 pounds per month 1
Single-parent family Housing situation
Dead 3 we live in our house 4
Divorced or separated 2 we live our apartment 3
traveling abroad 1 We live in a rented apartment 2

we live with relatives 1
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Attachment 3: The proposed program
The first unit Dates the implementation of the lesson
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------

Activity number First Lesson: 1 Class First time Second time
Educational goal Bowling (throwing)
Objective goal Fitness - bearing - Flexibility
Educational goal Teaching to love courage and system
Cognitive goal Giving the child some information and knowledge about leadership
Parts of the lesson Content Tools Output
Preamble
5 M - Light running around the playground

- Running in a circle and when you hear the running reverse whistle signal
Physical
preparation
10M Students are divided into groups to work in stations:

1- Putting hoops on the ground and running around with a change in direction. Fitness
2 - (Standing in front of the legs) exchanging hoping on feet. Bearing
3 - (Standing opening arms high) trunk lean forward in steps Flexibility

The main The leader says
part The game is suitable for everyone and does not need tools and equipment, one player
15M stands in front of the rest and is the leader and says the leader says, for example

put your hand over your head with holding the ball and throwing it and all children
put their hands over their heads and throw it and if he says "Put your hand over your
head without the leader says, then the player who puts his hand is out of the game

Ingenuity Directed Walking:
10 M Stand facing with side' taking side steps in the direction specified by the teacher, as

the lift arm (which is the hand of movement direction's side) with a roll neck to
the head facing this direction, taking the step with the head and arms are back to
the original position - repeat the steps in different directions.

Conclusion Catching game:
5M  Students spread inside the playground and the catcher student tries to hold one of

the students and so on tell he catches one of the students and he becomes the catcher.
The first unit Dates the implementation of the lesson
Activity number First Lesson: 2 Class First time Second time
Educational goal Jumping
Objective goal Speed - Flexibility - ability 
Educational goal Education, teamwork and facing their fears
Cognitive goal Giving the child some information and knowledge to face their fears
Parts of the lesson Content Tools Output
Preamble Jumping Race:
5 M Two teams, the starting and the finish line is determined and students stand in trains

behind the starting line and at the starting signal a student jumps on his feet Until
the finish line and at the end line his classmate begins to jump and the team
that finishes the race first is the winner.

Physical 1 – Running in Place for 15 m Speed
preparation 10M 2 (Standing with the back facing opposite hands Cross linked) Exchanging bending

trunk down forward. Flexibility
3 - Vertical jump of stability.

Ability
The main The children jump on the music inside hoops which are one hoop less than their
part number and when the music stops the child who does not have a hoop answer the
15M Next question

Why do kids hate school?
He puts any phrase in his mind, preferably something funny and related to one of
the players, for example: because (person) is dull

Ingenuity Jumping and Circulating:
10 M Circulation through the jump supports student understanding of the direction and

they may start in a fourth roll (a quarter turn) and then half a roll, then a roll through
the full range of high jump, taking into account: the arms beside the body and
landing smoothly on the ground they may change the direction (right - north).

Conclusion Fixed Ball Race:
5M Two teams in the form of trains and first Student from each train has ball in his hand,

running with it out to the finish line and then passes it to his classmate and so on,
the train who finishes the race first is the winner.
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The first unit Dates the implementation of the lesson
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------

Activity number First Lesson: 3 Class First time Second time
Educational goal Kicking and heading the ball
Objective goal Bearing - Flexibility - Bearing
Educational goal The development of courage, cooperation
Cognitive goal Giving the child some information and knowledge about the team and the group
Parts of the lesson Content Tools Output
Preamble 1- Free Warming-up
5 M 2- Running reverse signal
Physical Students are divided into groups to work in stations:
preparation 10M 1 - (Standing and stability of the center) fully bending the knees to sit on four (1-2) then Bearing

exchanging throwing the two legs to the back(3-4).
2 - (Arms are standing aside) making circles back and forth. Flexibility
3 - (Standing with legs forward) exchanging hoping on feet. Bearing

The main Students are divided into two equal groups. Players sit on the ground in two opposite
part 15M rows with their legs stretched and the feet of each section is in contact with the other.

players are based on the ground by putting their hands behind their backs
After the signal they start the game, the leader throws a balloon on their feet each
team tries to hit it high by foot or the head to pass over the heads of the other team
calculating points for each team succeeds in this attempt. It is not allowed to hit
the balloon with any part of the body except the head and foot if a member of the
two teams hits balloon and it passes over his team's heads points are counted
against him.The game should be between 10-15 minutes.
And the winner is who gets the greatest number of points during the specified time.

Ingenuity Banging ankles: Standing opened, jumping with touching the ankles in the air
10 M and landing with the spacing of the legs.

- Every two students try to make a quarter turn to the right or the left and
return together to the original opposition and then one of them kicks the ball
to his classmate who stands at a distance of (2) meters.

Conclusion Arched Football Race:
5M Two teams and students sit on the ground in two trains with half meter between each

child and the other, the first students of each train put a football between his feet
and when the signal to start he arches back and gives the ball to the second student
who arches like him and so on and the train which finishes the race first is the winner.

The first unit Dates the implementation of the lesson
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

Activity number First Lesson: 4 Class First time Second time
Educational goal Running
Objective goal Compatibility - Speed - Force
Educational goal teaching to Love system, self-denial and courage
Cognitive goal Giving the child some information and knowledge about snow and

properties of materials
Parts of the lesson Content Tools Output
Preamble - Light running around the playground
5 M - Running in a circle with the attempt to touch classmate.
Physical Dribbling the ball with one hand with the moving forward.
preparation - Running 20-30 and repeating. Compatibility
10M - Throwing a medical ball as far away as possible. Speed Force
The main Each student of the teams moves of the snow as the distance between the snow and
part 15M the place where you put the snow after it is moved is long (the method

of transportation by hands)
Ingenuity Touching Heels:
10 M Every two students together and with them the ball from a standing position:

hands aside, jumping in the air to touch the heels by hands and bending
the knees fully in the air and landing to the original position (5) times and
then one of the students kicks time the ball to his classmate and so on

Conclusion - Light walking around the playground.
5M - Making front and back Weights of the arms and feet.
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The first unit Dates the implementation of the lesson
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------

Activity number First Lesson: 5 Class First time Second time
Educational goal Hoping
Objective goal Bearing - power - Agility
Educational goal Developing cooperation, patience and courage
Cognitive goal Giving the child some information and knowledge about properties of air
Parts of the lesson Content Tools Output
Preamble Snatching the tape:
5 M Two teams and each player has a tape around his waist, to be behind his back as

if is a tail and easy to be pull. With the start signal, each team tries to snatch
the largest number of tapes and the team that will be with the largest number
of tapes is winner over time.

Physical Students are divided into groups to work in stations:
preparation 10M 1-(Standing - stability of the center) fully bending the knees to sit on four (1-2) then Compatibility

exchanging throwing the legs back (3-4) Speed
2 -Jumping the rope. Force
3-Putting hoops on the ground and running around them.

The main Balloons steps:
part 15M Blowing balloons at the number of children and connecting them with a ½ meters

long thread to the child's joint When they start each child tries to blow up his
classmate's balloon and saves his until the last child wins.

Ingenuity Bringing the needle:
10 M  From standing position to bending the trunk forward by Interlacing fingers,

the student tries to pass one leg between the two arms to be a loop presents a hole
in the needle and the foot presents a thread by bending the knee without touching
the hand's fingers.
- This students do this exercise with a ball he kicks forward slowly and controls it.

Conclusion - Light walking around the playground for 2 M.
5M - Making front and back Weights of the arms and feet.

The second unit Dates the implementation of the lesson
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

Activity number First Lesson: 6 Class First time Second time
Educational goal Running
Objective goal Fitness - Bearing - Flexibility
Educational goal Education, teamwork and courage
Cognitive goal Giving the child some information and knowledge about Sports
Parts of the lesson Content Tools Output
Preamble - Light running around the playground
5 M - Doing some exercises of running in place and then prolong the action of the muscles.
Physical Students are divided into groups to work in stations:
preparation 10M 1 - putting hoops on the ground and running around them with changing direction Fitness

2 - (standing legs forward) exchanging hoping on feet Bearing
3 - (standing open - arms high) bending the trunk forward in four steps Flexibility

The main Musical chairs:
part 15M The game is played with a number of seats less than the number of children by one,

the children go around the chairs during the period of hearing the music and when
it stops the children sit on chairs and a child who does not find a chair is out
of the game.  reaching the last player who is the winner.

Ingenuity Cock 's Position:
10 M From a standing interlacing hands in front of the chest position, each student with

a ball in front of him turning back, sitting Squat, standing without support,
circulation forward to return to the original defense then running forward slowly with
the ball and repeats with the teacher's whistle.

Conclusion Signs Racing:
5M  Making two teams in the form of trains and placing several signs in the playground

and when the signal beings the first student from each train touches each sign
and jumps touching his ankles and so on and the winner is the one who ends
the race in his favor.
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The second unit Dates the implementation of the lesson
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

Activity number First Lesson: 7 Class First time Second time
Educational goal Skating
Objective goal Bear - Force - Flexibility
Educational goal Developing self-denial and courage
Cognitive goal Giving the child some information and knowledge on safety and security factors
Parts of the lesson Content Tools Output
Preamble Crawling Football:
5 M Two teams start playing by dropping the ball in the middle of the playground,

the team who gets the ball passes it to each player with hand crawling on the ground
until he puts the ball into the goal the other team and the winning team is the one
who puts more goals than the other in the limited time.

Physical Students are divided to work in the stations:
preparation 10M 1 - (Standing with legs to the front) exchanging hoping on feet. Bearing Force

2 - (Sitting on four) exchanging throwing the legs back. Flexibility
3 - (Standing opening - high arms) bending the trunk forward in four steps

The main Team Skating Games:
part 15M The children stand in one train in front of the skating device and then they skate on

the device providing of all the factors of security and safety for children.
Ingenuity The old man Walk:
10 M standing with feet wide basin Walk, putting a sandbag or a handkerchief behind

the heel of his left foot, bending the trunk forward down to touch the comb of right
foot with the right hand, the student tries to catch the handkerchief with his
left hand without bending the knees, the distance between the handkerchief and the left
foot (appropriate) reflects the situation and the distance can be increased  gradually.

Conclusion - Light walking around the playground.
5M - Making front and back Weights of the arms and feet.

The second unit Dates the implementation of the lesson
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

Activity number First Lesson: 8 Class First time Second time
Educational goal Hanging
Objective goal Speed - Flexibility - Compatibility
Educational goal Developing obedience, courage and loving the system
Cognitive goal Giving the child some information and knowledge about the system
Parts of the lesson Content Tools Output
Preamble Directions Race:
5 M Dividing students into two groups in the form of trains and setting the playground

with start and finish lines, with four signs in the playground on the right and to
the north and at the starting signal the first student of each train touches each sign,
then runs to the finish line and then begins his colleague and so on, the one
who ends the race like the other is the winner.

Physical 1 - Running of 20-30 meters and repeat
preparation 10M 2 - Standing opened, bending the arms on the shoulders making circles with the elbow

of the joints of the shoulders from the back to front.
3 - standing, walking in place (1-4) and clapping (5-8)

The main Team Swing Games:
part 15M The children stand in one train in front of a swing or hanging up device and then do

the swing or hanging on the device with the providing all the factors of security
and safety for children.

Ingenuity Jumping and Circulating:
10 M Circulation through the jump supports student's understanding of the trend they

may start with a fourth roll (a quarter turn) and then half a roll, then a complete roll
by jumping high, taking into account: the arms hold a ball after landing on
the ground smoothly, each student throws the ball forward as a throw and repeat.

Conclusion - Light walking around the playground.
5M  - Lining up and making front and back Weights of the arms and feet.
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The second unit Dates the implementation of the lesson
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------

Activity number First Lesson: 9 Class First time Second  time

Educational goal The ability to determine distances
Objective goal Compatibility - Speed - Force
Educational goal Teaching to love system, self-denial and courage
Cognitive goal Giving the child some information and knowledge about fair competition

Parts of the lesson Content Tools Output

Preamble - Light running around the playground.
5 M - Running in a circle with the attempt to touch the colleague.

Physical - Dribbling the ball with one hand with moving forward. Compatibility
preparation 10M - Running 20-30 and repeat. Speed Force

- Throw a medical ball as far away as possible.

The main Team games by stereo military equipment, placing obstacles and barriers the child
part 15M crosses through them from the top or bottom to reach the war groups to Balls

the finish line

Ingenuity Touching Heels:
10 M Every two students together and with them a ball from a standing position:

hands aside, jumping in the air to touch the heels with hands by fully bending
the knees in the air and landing to the original position (5) times and then one
of the students kicks the ball to his classmate.

Conclusion - Light walking around the playground.
5M - Making front and back Weights of the arms and feet.

The second unit Dates the implementation of the lesson
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------

Activity number First Lesson: 10 Class First time Second  time

Educational goal The ability to determine distances
Objective goal Bearing - Force - Agility
Educational goal Developing cooperation, patience and courage
Cognitive goal Giving the child some information and knowledge about fair competition

Parts of the lesson Content Tools Output

Preamble Snatching the tape:
5 M Two teams and each player has a tape around his waist, to be behind his back as

if is a tail and easy to be pull. With the start signal, each team tries to snatch
the largest number of tapes and the team that will be with the largest number
of tapes is winner over time.

Physical Students are divided into groups to work in stations: Bearing Force
preparation 10M 1-(Standing - stability of the center) fully bending the knees to sit on four (1-2) Agility

then exchanging throwing the legs back(3-4)
2 -Jumping the rope.
3-Putting hoops on the ground and running around them.

The main Team games by stereo military equipment, placing obstacles and barriers the child
part 15M crosses through them from the top or bottom to reach the war groups to the finish line

Ingenuity Bringing the needle:
10 M  From standing position to bending the trunk forward by Interlacing fingers,

the student tries to pass one leg between the two arms to be a loop presents a hole
in the needle and the foot presents a thread by bending the knee without touching
the hand's fingers.
- This students do this exercise with a ball he kicks forward slowly and controls it.

Conclusion - Light walking around the playground for 2 M.
5M - Making front and back Weights of the arms and feet.
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Attachment 4: List of experts names

No Name Degree

1 A. D / Mohamed Sobhi Hassanein Professor of Sports Psychology and former Vice-President for students affaires of the Helwan University 
2 A. D / gahga Zahran Professor and Former Head of recreation Sports department, Faculty of Physical Education - Helwan

University.
3 A. D / Mohamed Ahamahmi Professor and Head of sport Administration and recreation Sports department, Faculty of

Physical Education for Boys, Helwan University.
4 A. D / Osama Kamel Rateb Professor and Head of Sport Psychology department, Faculty of Physical Education for Boys,

Helwan University.
5 A. D / Aida Abdel Aziz Mustafa Professor and Former Head of Sport Administration and recreation earlier,

Faculty of Physical Education for Boys, Helwan University.
6 A. D / Mohamed Sayed Khalil Professor of athletic training and Former Dean of Faculty of Physical Education, Mansoura University.
7 A. D / Amr Abou El Magd Member of the National Council for Sports.
8 A. D / Jamal Shafii Former Head of methods and Curriculums department, Faculty of Physical Education,

Helwan University
9 A. D / Gamal Mohamed Ali Vice-Dean for Graduate Studies and Research, Assuit University,
10 A. D / Arafa safety Professor at Department of Sport Psychology, Faculty of Physical Education - Helwan University.

Names were arranged according to seniority

Table 5: Pre and post scale of the experimental group in the search variable (fear). N=25

Pre-mean Pre-derivation Post mean Post derivation T value

23.68 3.145367 11.28 2.300725 17.8978

* It is significant at (0.05) and freedom degrees 24
 "T" table value at 0.05=1,711

Table 6: Pre and post for the control group for fear variable. N=25

Pre-mean Pre-derivation Post mean Post derivation T value

24.4 3.4641 22 3.0550 6.9282

* It is significant at (0.05) and freedom degrees 24
 "T" table value at 0.05=1,711

Table 7: Post scale for the experimental group and post scale for the control group in fear variable. N=2

post-mean control Post derivation control Post mean experimental Post derivation experimental T value

22 3.05505 11.28 2.300725 14.01

* It is significant at (0.05) and freedom degrees 24
 "T" table value at 0.05=1,711

Table 8: Change percentage

Pre-mean Post mean Change percentage

Experimental 23.68 11.28 -52%
control 24.4 22 -10%

Table 5 shows that there is statical significant significance level 0.05. That shows that the suggested
differences between pre and post scale degrees for the program is statically significant on the sample of the
experimental group. T value that is calculated (17.89786) research.
higher than table value (1.711) at freedom degrees 24 at Table 7 shows that there is statically differences
significance level 0.05. That shows that the suggested between the post scale degrees in the experimental group
program is statically significant on the sample of the and post scale of the control group for the experimental
research. group.(T) value that is calculated (14.01) higher than table

Table 6 shows that there is statically significant value (1.711) at freedom degrees 24 an significance level
differences between pre and post scale degrees for the 0.05. That shows that the suggested program is statically
control group. T value that is calculated (6.928203)is significant on the sample of the research and this effect is
higher than table value (1.711) at freedom degrees 24 an better than the program applied on the control group.
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Table 8 shows that improvement percentage for the Planning for movement education based on modern
experimental group is(-52%) and improvement percentage scientific bases that is suitable the age abilities and
for he control group is (-10%) that means the two properties.
programs have positive effect in reducing fear for kinder Asking the responsible people for learning process
garden children and the suggested program is better than to put the suggested program in kinder garden
the traditional one. children to overcome fear in the beginning of the

CONCLUSION Developing movement education techniques to

According   to   the   collected   data   and  the of teaching in the curricula of sport education
statically  analyze  of  the  data  gathered  by  the faculties and kinder garden faculties.
researcher  before  and  after  the  experiment, he Applying continuous training courses for
concludes that: responsible people who work movement education

the suggested movement education program has a modern programs.
positive effect on treating fear of kinder garden
children from 4-6 years sample of the research) REFERENCES
(T) value that is calculated for the suggested
program(17.89786) and (T) value for the regular 1. Abd Al-Rahman, A. and F.E. Osman,1990. Scientific
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